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Battleship Gray

102
Almond Slice

103
Ash Gray

104
Sandstorm

105
Fieldstone Tan

106
Gray Mist

*Stock color - see back page

*Stock color - see back page

107
Zen Green

108
Island Teal

109
Rain Forest

110
Skyline Blue

111
Sea Slate

112
Emerald Isle

113
Cobalt Blue

114
Raven Blue

115
Mystic Purple

116
Goldenrod

117
Coral Orange

118
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119
Red Ember

120
Firecracker

121
Barberry

122
Stellar White

123
Black Forest

124
Lemon Zest
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WEC’s powder coated locker

WEC will paint your locker product any color you

products are considered a

request. If we do not offer a color you desire, please

leader in it’s respected field. WEC

34

to be as flexible as we can. This color chart is to give an

paint quality is representative of it’s

idea of what the color will look like. Metal samples are

products. WEC has always focused
working with suppliers to ensure the
paint is consistent with modern standards.
The quality and excellence of our paint
finish will give you the long-lasting finish you
desire. The paint quality has been described
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send us a metal sample to match. WEC will work hard

takes great strides to ensure the

on the paint quality of it’s products,
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The Locker Manufacturer

as: vibrant, durable, and environmentally
friendly.

available upon request.
WEC’s bottom-line on why we paint all our products
2mil thick: We believe in using the best recipe each
time. Why create lower paint applications (1-1.2mil)
and charge more for the best (2mil)? We believe in only
giving the customer the best locker product available.
If you need an architectural representative to help your
procurement selection, please call or email us at

WEC powder coating allows highly durable
finishes and uniform surface quality. The 2 mil
thickness, standard paint application, enhances the
product’s ability to fight corrosion, higher impact

sales@itswec.com. Add WEC Manufacturing to your
Master specifications today. Allow us to provide
you with standard or customized cut sheets for any
of your specific project needs.

strength, and a prolonged finish life. As a result, the

WEC Manufacturing

powder coating process allows for an aesthetically

The Locker Manufacturer

appealing locker product.

www.itswec.com

In addition, WEC’s powder coated products qualify

sales@itswec.com

for LEED points. Powder coating products is a more

901-367-3922 Phone

modern technique; opposed to the conventional liquid

901-367-3923 Fax

coatings, eliminating hazardous waste and volatile
organic compounds. Powder coating allows for the
paint to be recycled creating a more efficient and
environmentally friendly process.

Mailing Address:
PO Box 38190
Germantown, TN 38183

* !" Lockers* !" Shelving* !" Storage Cabinets* !" Racks* !" Shop Furniture* !" Storage Carts* !" Storage Products

*
The USA’s Largest Fast Track
Stocking Locker Program
2 Colors: Almond Slice & Battleship Gray
Ships in 72 Hours!

Our factory trained, architectural representatives
are prepared to give you assistance and support,
while updating all of your project specifications.
08/14

